POODLES (TOY)

JUDGE: Mrs. Fatima Weaver


A 5 SILHOUETTE SOLIVAGANT. PR 20693901. 11-24-17
By Baliwick Cash Bonus - Ch Baliwick Parfait Believe In A Dream.

6 SERENEPARK SHOOTING STAR AT SHARBELLE. PT180011097. 12-03-17
By Hidden Valley B R8 - Sharbelle Wish Upon A Star 2.
Owner: Junhee Park, Gyeonggi-do Korea, . Breeder: Junheepark.

A 7 APOGEE BALIWICK HEY, MR WILSON!. PR 20683501. 11-27-17
By Ch Baliwick All The Buzz - Ch Baliwick Apogee Blackness.

8 CUSTOM’S OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE. PR 20671101. 12-18-17
By Ch Fontella Full Throttle - Ch Custom’s Stellar Performance.

BPBOBV 9 SIMMETRY’S ARCHANGEL PR 20647801. 11-17-17
By Ch Rochars Even Now At Chantur - Ch Simmetry’s High Flying Angel.
Owner: Pauline Simmons, Attleboro, MA 027032524. Breeder: Pauline Simmons.

BPOSBV 10 CLARION SMASH DIRTY DANCING. PR 20683901. 11-09-17
By GCHS Clarion Double Down - Clarion Smash Dark Rain.

A 11 REANN WILL.I.AM TWO. PR 20684801. 12-08-17
By Ch Reann Will.I.Am - Lane’s Lanie G.
Owner: Rebecca Abshire & Mary Estes & Donna Thomas, Abbeville, LA 705104512. Breeder: Rebecca Abshire & Donna Thomas & Jo Anne Hetherwick.

A 12 SHARBELLE GREG-MAR LIFE IS A CABARET. PR 20548001. 12-14-17
Owner: Raymond Stevens & Sharon Stevens & Martin Gregory, Vista, CA 920841306. Breeder: Raymond & Sharon Stevens & Martin Gregory.

14 CUSTOM’S QUE SERA SERA SILK ROMANCE. PR 20677602. 12-11-17
By Newmont Yerbrier Little Lover At Lorwin - Ch Magicstar Laura.
Owner: Lilian Capetti, Burlington, WI 531050081. Breeder: Martha Carroll-Talley & Tiffany Roberts.

These dogs/owners have made a contribution with their entry to the Star Dogs for the AKC Canine